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17t» OF RAMADAN
by

AHMED HASSAN EL-ZAYAT

Editor - in - Chief

Islam on immigrating from Mecca,

the seat of ignorance, to Yathrib was
stili lacking support and strength.

The Pioneers in embracing Islam,

whether immigrants or the helpers,

were subjected to brutal torments. The

Almighty was trying Their patience

by the pains fallen upon their heads

and by the temptations put in their

way to find out the staunrh suppor-

ters to the Islamic creed and the

persistent preachers and heroic fighters

ready to carry out and disseminate

the cause of. Islam.

Qurasbites were inciling the

other Arabian tribes against the

pioneers af Islam. Jews were setting

traps to Pull their legs and the hy-

pocrites were trying to betray them

by servile flattery. But when God

willed His religion to survive, His

glory to dominate and His light to

shine forever He ordered theree hun-

dred of his true servants to mount to

the Valley of Badr. There they went

riding successively on seventy gaunt

camels armed with the Patience of

warriors to bear the paucity of mate-

rial, supported by the enthusiasm of

the true believer to overcome the

lash of prestige and by the content

of the ascetic to mitigate the chal-

lenge of poverty. In their march they

.were moving deep in the trance of

mystics looking forward to meet one

of the two groups which God had

ordained them to meet ; the comme-

rcial caravan or the hostile army, and

ready to face either victory or mar-

tyrdom. Unfortunately Abu Sufian

succeeded to escape with the rich

caravan through the sea route. They

were thus left to face the furious

Meccans who were enraged against

the attack waged against their creeds,

wealth and authority. They were left

with no other alternative but to fight

the Meccans who had camped under

the leadership of Abu Gahl at the

remote end of the Valley. They were

950 warriors iron-clad and armed to

their teeth. Their hearts wore full of

indignation against Muhammad and his

followers. Seeing that their fighters

outnumebred those of the Muslims
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and that their arms were better than

theirs they became dead sure of

victory.

On the 14th of Ramadan the war

broke between the two armies. The

Muslims though poor and scanty were

only one third of the unbelievers army.

The unbelievers though numer-

ous and rich were chosen from the

best warriors of Quraysh. In such

a stead Islam was passing a critical

examination. The battle of Badr was

the turning point in the history of

humanity. Humanity had to be led

either upon by Muhammed to the way
of God and be guided to salvation

or by Abu Sufian to the way of ign-

orance and be dragged into error

and confusion to face their utter

destruction. At Badr their stood on

one side Muhammad and his followers

defending the human civilization with

its religions and ait its aspects of

progress. On the other side stood

Abu Sufian representing the Barbar-

ians with their idols and fancies.

Humanity was then facing a decisive

battle. It had to choose between

a way leading to its happiness and

a stumbling block hinrdering its

progress and causing it to relapse

into ignorance and confusion, between

illuminating light and utter darkness

and between submission to God

and subjugation to Devil.

The result of such campaign

between the forces of right and the

hards of wrong was either the loss

oi human heritage and the eclipse of

heavenly guidance or the revival

of the yood and the victory of the

servans oi God. To ensure the victory

of good and to save the human

civilization under such circumstances

as afore mentioned a heavenly mir-

acle was needed to support the few

hundreds oi Muslims against such

a threat.

Muhammad, the messsenger of

God, faced the Qiblah (niche) and spent

the night praying to God and begging

Him for help against the deadly

attack oi the enemies saying " *

God. There is Quraish coming in all

its pride io attack your messenger

and to charge him with falsehood.

! O'God, give me the victory you had

promised. O'God, If the unbelievers

succeed in their attack and this

group of believers perish, Islam will

be abolishd forever and none will be

left to pray for you on this earth".

Vehemently the prophet was
calling on his Creator for help that he

took no heed to his cloak which dro-

pped down more than once to the

ground, Abu Bakr who was standing

behind picked the cloak and put it

on the shoulders of the prophet sa-

ying unto 'dm. " Take it easy ' mes-

senger of God! Surely God will
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fulfil His promise". No Sooner had the

prophet finished his prayers than the

word of God was revealed that vic-

tory would be assured and that para-

dise would he the abode of the

martyrs who die in the battle. On

hearing the news Hie Muslims gave

therasclvas soul and mind to fulfil

the deed and to gain the victory.

They had nothing to ponder upon

but the promised paradise. Thus they

attached their enemies with hearts

full of confidence and trust in God

whereupon God put in the heart* of

the unbelievers fear and distrust.

As such the umbelievers were driven

to meet their death.

When the battle was over the

multitudes of the unbelievers were

completely defeated and the great

dam of idolatry was thus demolished

under the pressuie of the flood of

the new spring rushing forth from

the rocks of Badr and the illuminat-

ing light of true faith emanating from

Yalhrib dissipated the heavy clouds

of darkness. Consequently the result

of the battle p-oved the fulfillment

of Gods promise and the victory of

three hundreds of believers over

nearly a thousand of unbelievers which

is obviously a heavenly miracle.

However the battle < f Badr is

not noticed and recorder! in history

because of \\a strategy', equipment

and expenses tor there are nothing

compaied with great battles record-

ed in history. In fact i; was no more

than a fight between two quarters

of one city. But its importance arises

from the fact that its consequences

had changed the march of history

and influenced the future of the

world. It had a great impact on the

history of peace. It had been a dec-

isive decree of fate which changed

the attitude of the human race and

enabled the Arabs to play their part

and give their contribution to the

advancement of science, preservation

of civilization and the dissemination

of the message of God.

The victory in such battle was

not the result of arms and men but

it was the result of truth and deep

faith. True faith is always a strength

bestowed by God in which Angels

and heavenly spirits contribute. It is

enforced by hoPe, love, altruism and

idealism. It never cares for numbers

nor fears arms. It never hesitates in

face of danger.

By such true faith pushed by

God into the hearts of true believers.

He created strength out of weak-

ness at Badr, Kadisieh and Yarmuk,

a civilization and Prosperity which

spread good and plenty ail over the

world out of the barrenness of the

desert and disintegrity of tie arabs

a state which regulated the world

and reduced it to order by enforcing

justice and religion winch unite the

souls by fostering mercy and

sympathy.
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The plurality of wives was one

of the topics so maliciously exploited

by the fanatic organs of the west

that it excited a train of critical

thoughts. Such attacks have even

actuated groups of Muslims at suc-

cessive periods to ask for a legislation

to impose restrictions not enjoined

by God upon such institution.

Such institution was weighed

on different scales. It has been looked

upon from two different angles: the

angle of the legislative text and the

angle of social cases. Such diversity

of approach has led to controversial

treatment.

Thus it is not strange to see

that some thinkers have come to the

conclusion that the ban of plurality

is the criterion and that polygamy is

a provision for urgent emergencies
;

while some others have come to the

conclusion that the permission is the

criterion and the ban is resorted to

only when it is feased that the evil

of practicing such institution over-

weighs the good.

On the other hand the social

researchers have widely differed on
such matter. Some have seen in

polygamy a social crime which
endangers ^both the status of the
family and the nation. So they urge
the necessity of .enforcing the"j limi-

tation of such provision. Others see
in such an attitude a turn to the

extreme in dealing with the problem
and a judgement as such is based
solely on grounds derived from stu-

dying abnormal, cases which can not

be looked upun as. a sound basis

for restricting, a legislation which has

proved beneficial in both,;socia! and
moral spheres. Moreover the abuses
of the abnormal cases can not be
mentioned beside the countless adv-
antages of such legislation.

In the light of such circumsta-

nces the problem has to be tackled.

This indeed necessitates to review
the Problem in details from both

angles : the legislative ana the social,

and to weigh justly the justifications

of both using the scales of justice

prescribed in the holy Qur'an to be
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the criterion of fair dealings amongst

all creatures. Consequently such

treatment will be dealt with in tow

chapters :

1) Polygmay in the light of

legislative texts.

2) Polygmay in the ligh of

factual social cases.

Polygamy in the light of

legislative texts

Plurality of wives is an old

tradition.

There is no doubt that the Holy

Qur'an has decided the legitimacy

of the plurality of wives. This is seen

plainly in the 3 r^ verse of the fourth

Surah " An-Nisa " " Women '*.

" And if you fear that ye will

not deal fairly by the orphans, marry

of the women, who seem good to

you, two or three or four
;
and if ye

fear that ye cannot do justice ( to

so meny ) then one ( only ) or the

captives that your right hands pos-

sess. Thus it is more likely that ye

will not do injustice ". and in the ]20th

verse of the same Surah. " ye wish

not be able to deal equally between

\our wives, however much ye wish

( to do so ). But turn not altogether

away ( from one ) t
ieaving her as in

suspense, ff you do good and keep

from evil, lo ! God is ever Forgiv-

ing and Merciful *'.

However Islam in instituting

both marriage and the plurality of

wives was not inflating something

which had not been prevalent before

its inception. In fact it was approv-

ing the natural cravings of man with

certain moral modifications which it

had felt necessary to impose to ensure

a 'moderate standard for humanity

and to save man from abnormality

and depravity and to keep for the

society the best elements of these

natural cravings. Such was its me-

thod in dealing with all human

relations and ways of life which

society calls for.

Marriage has been a natural

rravinw in man since the dawn of

human race. Plurality of wives has

been practised as well since the

ancient times. It was widely spread

and mentioned in many of the holy

scriptures. History givs us so many

examples of plurality as snsh men-

tioned in the history of Abraham,

Jacob, David, Solmon and other

prophets and Messengers of God.

History provides us with striking

examples of plurality as such spread

amongst the Arabs and the other

nations. Europeans were not an ex-

ception in that. Plurality has been

permitted since the early day up to the
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himself married more than one wife.

But at his time the priests advised

polygamists to choose only one of

their wives to be the legal wife and
to keep the others as concubines.

Since then the plurality in

Europe has turned to be a sort of

abominable concubinage which
derogates the moral standard of man
and mars his dignity. It is thus

evident that to Europeans plurality

through legal marriage was not

permissible while it was allowed

practically through illegal intercourse.

Raison d'etre of Plurality

Researchers who had disscussed

the problem of polygamy, gave va-

rious reasons to account for this ten-

dency in man. Some of them refer these

phenomena to the egoism in men's na-

ture and the wish to keep for themsel-

ves as many women as they can. If the

existence of such egoism is admitted

and accordingly it is accepted as a
true reason for plurality of wives,

it is then clear that its aim is not

the mere wish to possess and to

keep for himself as many women as

he can bu it is as well the wish to

satisfy a natural craving in man.
Such aim could be easily understood

if the second reason for plurality is

<aken into account. The second reason

refers polygamy to a sexual factor

inherent in the nature of both males

and femals. This ioctor necessitates

the continuity of the sexual drive

and the extension of the time limit

of iis functional ability. On the

other hand it necessitates occasional

absence of snch drive in women.
As a result women are not to loose

completely at certain intervals that

drive. Such loss is often felt

during the monthly periods, concep-

tion, confinement and delivery, it

necessitates too that women's func-

tional sexual ability extends a shorter

period than it does in man. A woman's
ability is naturally nulled when she

Ctmes to menopause. Menopause is

almost arrived at by the age of sixty.

Such failure to keep the drive any

longer after menopause will leave

the male efficient to perform the

sexual indulgence with no response

from the other sex a period that may
extend between forty and fifty years.

As such he will be liable to suffer

either physically or morally or to

suffer both physically and morally.

Some other researchers account

for such plurality to be a result of

a natural phenomenon which increases

the birth rate of women while it

lessens the birth rate of men. Such

phenomenon has actuated nature to

treat men so severely that the rate

of death amongest them is higher than

the rate of death amongst women.
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If such severity is only demons-

trated by the wars almost waged

against human race all over the

world, it would be enough to prove

the immense sufferings and sacrifies of

men in this belligrent universe. What

whould be the result if we add to

the catastrophes of war which

annihilate men by thousands leaving

the majority of living souls barely

women and children, the hardships of

life which men and specially labour-

ers suffer. Labourers who perform

their duties exposed to fire and steel,

endangering their lives in the depths

of seas and oceans, in utter darkness

of mines, in the debris of demolished

houses, and in the quarries wherein

ail the brunt falls upon man's

shoulder.

The Islamic Ian < h>'ts n>jvtvtf
j

th* natural craving.
j""""

'

" _r ~ J """" """" -"—
(

i
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These are the reasons given to
j

account for this social phenomenon. «

In fart they are reasons derived
j

from tangible realities in the life
!

history of human beings. In the light i

of these natural human experiences

it was concluded that Polygamy is

an old and a well established social I

tradition, Such tradition has continued

up till the advent of Isiam. When

Islam came it did no* revoke the

natural drives which are the sources

of Plurality but it did refine them

from two angles. Firstly it has rest-

ricted polygamy to a certain number

by which human cravings can be

satisfied uninfluenced by the periods

wherein women lose their sexual

drive.

Secondly it has enjoined that

man shuold fairly satisfy the needs

of life of his women and to be just

in dealing with them for such be-

haviour will contribute much to

maintain peace, to foster a sense of

safety and to evade injustice, favou-

ritism and deviation.

These two conditions are un-

animously acquired by all Muslim

jurists and corraborated by all

Islamic legal texts. The Holy Qur'an

enjoins these two points in the 3 ed

verse of the women's Surah by say-

ing " two or three or four and if ye

fear that ye cannot do justice to so

many then one only
"

t and by say-

uw in the 129 tii verse of the same

Surah "But turn not altohetger away

( from one ) , leaving her as in

suspense ".

Tlif misuse of God's words.

It is strange to see that some

people have come to the conclusion

that these verses account for the

illegality of plurality. Their pretext

in that is that plurality was permit-

ted on the condition of justice as

seen from the wording of the first

verse and that the satisfaction of
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'his condition is not possible since

the second verse indicates that man
will not be able to deal equally be-

tween his wives.

Such explanation is a plain

misuse of God's words. It is a mis-

constructions of these verses and a

deviation from its real meanings. It

is unreasonable that God advises

polygamy when fearing to deal un-

fairly by the orphans and makes

equal dealing between wives a con-

dition for permitting polygamy in a

way thai suggasts its feasability and

then denies its possibility.

The proper meaning of the

two uerses.

The proper explanation of these

two verses which agrees with the

holiness of the revelation, the raison

d'etre of the legislation, the order of

the context and the motives for the

revelation of the second verse lies in

the fact that when it was said in the

first verse ° And if ye fear that ye

can not do justice ( to so many
)

then one only "
it was understood

that justice between women is bin-

ding. Some thought that the conce-

ption of justice if generalised must

imbly the practice of equality in

every detail of dealing between wo-
men whether In one's power or not.

Such explanation did put the believers

In a critical situation. Reallv it was

a critical situation for th conception

of justice as contemplated by some
believers was impossible to be put

into effect simPly because these are

sides which are beyond one's con-

trol. To evade this criticalness con-

templated by the believers and to

guide to the true meaning of justice

and its implications the second

verse was revealed.

It was revealed to tell the be-

lievers that Justice meant by God
was not the conception you were

driven to that made you feel awk-

ward and annoyed about the plurality

of wives and thus prohibited what

God had permitted. It meant only

that you should not turn altogether

away from one leaving her as in

suspense.

This heavenly decree was an

explanation expected by the be-

lievers after the revelation of the

first verse and the dilemma they

were driven to by their understand-

ing to the concepion of that verse.

The wording of the 127th veres

of the same surah guides to this

view. The verse starts by saying:

''They consult thee concerning women.

Say God giveth you decree concern-

ing (hem " then mention many
issues which were (he object of their

consultaion. The last of which was
God's decree that "Ye will not be
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able to deal equally between your

wives, however much ye wish ( to

do so). But turn not altogether

away (from one), leaving her as

in suspense.

The practice of the nation is

the clearest proof

This indicates clearly that the

second verse co'operales with the

first one to detremme the principle of

plurality of wives in a way that

confirms its permissibly and dissip-

ates al! the clouds of crhicalness.

In the light of this principle the

prophet, may peace be upon him,

married more than one wife and so

did his companions <\n(] followers. After

them Muslims through the ages used

to marry more than one wife whene-

ver they wished. Thev used to see in

the perforroace of such plurality in

the light of the justice they are asked

by God to observe a benevolent deal

to women as well as men them-

selves and that by so doing: they are

doing good to the nation at large,

Fourteen centuries have passed

since then and in each century there

appeared a host of illuminated sava-

nts well versed in the Islamic studies

all over the Islamic World. Their

views and opinions were recorded

and widely spread by education and

publication in a generation after

generation yet we never heard that

any one of them bad said that the

second verse abrogates the first one

or tries to abrogate any of the prin-

ciples decreed by the first verse. In

fact they all agreed that it was an

explanation to what was meant by

the demanded Justice which the fear

of its lacking was made a binding

motive for sticking to one wife only.

The individual alone can judge

his abifittf to behave justly.

Again they all agreed that

God's decree
M

if ye fear that ye

can not do justic ( to so many )

then one only " was addressed to the

individuals concerning matters in

which they are the sole judges. In

deciding it they have to refer to

themselvs. to their conscience and to

their will. Such [behaviour had no

regular and true manifestation 01

even predominant features that it

would be easy to the ruler to detect

and apreciate and thus could easily

arrange to issue a legislation r^sed

on his experience with a view to

either prohibiting polygamy or

permitting it.

So many people who may V-'ofc

apparently rough and unmannerly

may prove ''when married to he

courteous and dutiful.

Thus It is uV to the person
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himself to decide whether he fears

the lack of justice when marrying

more than wife or not.

it is he who is responsible

before uod to take the suitable

measure which complies with his

intrinsic feelings in that direction.

The law has nothing to do with

*uch inner traits. It is a personal

responsibility which is left to the

person to judge by himself his abi-

lity to perform, it is just the same

ns the other enjoinments which are

felt to the believer's discretion such

as fast breaking and when one

fears illness or the augmentation of

fllaess if one fasts or uses water.

When does the latv interfere?

The law has to interfere in the

lese Hi a person who married already

n second or a third wife and proved

to !tf unjust towards one of them

conditional the persecuted wife

should declare that to the ruler and

complain to him of ill-treatment. There

*he law interferes by advise admonition

and 'hen by sending two judges; a

fudge out of her family and a judge

out of his family to tackle the ques-

tion and seek reconciliation between

the two parties. Then by all means

prescribed by God to make reconcilia-

tion possible. Should this course fail

to mend matters and reconciliation

seem futile the judge is empowered

to divorce her. Such procedure was

guaranteed by both the Islamic law

through the enactment of admoniti-

ons and by the legislation through

the enactment of the principles of

divorce for fear of injury which Imam
Malik proposed.

The^permission of plurality is

the rule :

From the aforesaid one can

conclude that plurality has been pe-

rmitted since the dawn of legislation

both by word and action whenever

the believer does not fear to deal

unfairly between his wives, if he

fears injustice between his women
it will be incumbent upon him t©

marry only one woman to rid himself

of the sins of such fright. Again it

is quite clear with reference to what

we have mentioned before that the

permission of plurality does not de-

pend upon satisfying conditions other

than the ensuring of justice and the

lack of fear of being unfair. It does

not depend upon motives such as

the barreness of the woman, her

illness which exposes her husband

to divert from chastity, and the out

numbering of women in a way that

endangers their chastity. However it

is necessary on marrying a second

wife that one should satisfy the same

conditions of marrying the first wife
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that is the ability to pay her the

dowery and to ensure her living

expenses.

The verse has put the plurality

of women in a radical position while

trying to get rid of the unfairly dea-

ling with orphans. Then the restriction

to one only on fearing injustice bet-

ween wives was mentioned. From that

we can deduce that justice is a radi-

cal trait in man. Being so it would

lead to the conclusion that the per-

mission of plurality is the radical

decree since justice is original in

man and injustice is an extraneous

deviation which comes upon man
suddenly and causes him to fear it.

The existence of such fear impels

him to marry onlv one wife.

This explanation complies with

the conclusions of the researchers

who have been trying to account for

the phenomena of plurality and

whose views were mentioned before.

The reasons mentioned whether

1aken as a whole or in detail enjoin

the plurality of wives either to sati-

sfy man's needs or the woman's

need.

If the decree is taken to mean

the prohibition of plurality then the

wording of the verse must need to

be changed as thus "
If ye fear to

deal unfairly with the orphans marry

only one from amongst other women.

If she proves to be barren or sick

and ye were obliged to marry another

one then marry two or three or four

as ye wish ".

Undoubtedly this view will

cause the purpose aimed at by dec-

reeing the plurality of wives to be

missed that is the extension of the

scope of choice before them and

making them at ease when they

have to leave the orphan in fear

of dealing unfairly with them.

The mode of expression should

have been as such accustomed in the

style of the holy Qur'an when it does

need to permit something forbidden

necessity. Such a style can be obse-

rved in the following verse wherein

God savs :

" Forbidden unto you (for food)

are carrion and blood and swine

flesh, and that which has been ded-

icated unto any other than God "
.

.

... up to the end of the verse

wherin He says " Whoso is forced

by hunger, not by will, to sin :

( for him ) Lo ! God is Forgiving

Merciful " Again taking this view

into consideration will make the

verse indicate that the sticking to

one wife is the radical decree and

the binding one, and that the perm-

ission of plurality is only resorted

to when there is an impelling need.
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Nevertheless the fact remains

that nothing of these suppositions

have any existence for actually the

wording of the verse has given
priority to plurality as a means to

rid the believars of the criticality of

being married to the orphans. Then

the restriction to one wife only was
ordained as a suspended measure to

be resorted to when one is suddenly

exposed to the fear of being unable

to deal fairly between women.

Consequently one can sav that

there are no indications in the word-

ing of the verse to determine what

is radically demanded and whether

is it the plurality or the one wife

on[y. Notwithstanding that one can

say that the radical issue is the

plurality, it is also the needed as

a reaction to the natural human
drives which are instinctive in man
and as a response to the factors of

human sociology which have enjoined

the plurality of wives through the

ages from the olden times up till

now.

In fine if the plurality was
limited by any condition other than

the fear of injustice between women,
such restriction would have not been

overlooked by the original source

of legislation since the question was
of a major importance to the human
society and had a direct impact upon

the law and order of such society.

Had there beeb any othe restric-

tions, the attitude of the prophet,

peace be upon him, towards those

who lied embraced islam while kee-

ping more than four wives, would
have been otherwise than just ask-

ing them to keep only four if they

wished and to divorce the rest. Had

there been any other restrictions, it

would have been incumbent upon

the prophet lo explain to the be-

lievrs that such sight is not absolute

but it is restricted by satisfying

certain conditions such as the barre-

nness of the first wife or her illness

or the ability to sustain and bring

up his children or the ability to

cover the expenses of his relatives

whose sustenance is his personal

responsibility. It would have been

incumbent upon the prophet to

clarify the situation and to direct

the believers to th right path since

the time was the proper occasion for

laying the foundations of legislation.

But actually, nothing of that had

happened. This would undoubtedly

show that plurality was not an acci-

dental measure resorted to on

emergencies and that its permis-

sibility was not conditioned by any-

thing other than the sense of safety

to deal with women justly which

lies within the power of man such

as equality in covering their expenses

in clothing and in lodging.
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Ghazali's view :

It would be advisable to quote

here Ghazali's view concerning the

plurality of wives and (he reason for

its permissibly from the point of

view of the sexual drive to which

we had referred on discussing the

views of Connoisseurs and social

researchers in accounting for pkiraliy.

He said: " Ther are some human

natures whose sexual drive are

overpowering that it could not be

satisfied with one woman only. To

such natures it would be suitable to

marry more than one wife up to

four. It by so marrying' they felt sat-

isfaction, love and security then it is

a blessing of God. If they do not

feel satisfaction and ease it would

be bettor for them to change their

wives ".

In such a manner all the compa-

nions of the prophet did "behave.

Scarcely there was any amongst
them who had not more than one

wife.

Then Al ghazali added "Howe-
ver clear are the motives one should

take of the medicine what deems
enough to cure the illness. Self-satis-

factiwi is really what is aimed at so

one should take that aim into account

when resorting to marry more than

one wife ". By so saying Al ghazali

is referring to the fact that the plu-

rality ol women is legally permitted

to chastise oneself on condition that

one should take himself by fair dea-

ling between his women. He is ref-

erring too to the fact that those

who marry more than one wife sim-

ply to satisfy their tastes for change

without any real need to keep one's

chastity or to evade sin are in fact

behaving in a way contrary to the

directives of the Islam law.
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" Continued
"

in Jordan with dreadful threats to

frighten the Muslims anddisturbe their

peace. When the Prophet knew these

aggressive intentions and mischievous

inclinations, he did not wait for the

Romans to knock his door and attack

him at home. He thought it wise, and

so it proved to be, to shift the field

uf the inevitable battles with the

Roman to a remote area under their

illegal and unjust control. These bat-

ties were designed to prevent any

more penetration by the enemies into

the land of Islam, and to expel them

out of the territories which they co-

nquered against the will of the set-

tlers. They were also meant to insure

the liberty of the Muslims to exercise

their freedom and to give the non-

Muslims a chance to emancipate them-

selves and embrace Islam if they

would be guided by its lights. Thus

started the open conflict between the

Romans and the Muslims.

It was not, therefore, the inte-

ntion of the Muslims to fight, and

when they had to fight they did not

mean to impose their religion on other

people nor to make their race superi-

or to others nor to seek personal

beniit u: .sustenance. When Islam

came a brought principles designed

to narrow the sphere of war and

justify it for honest reasons only, ft

was :.i longstanding traditions of

the Arabs in the Pre-Islamic era to

fight for spoils or for demonstration

of power 01 for mere tribel consoii-

darity regardless of any other moral

consider lion. But with the declarati-

on of Islam a new concept of war

was taught and a moral approach to

it was established. This was derived

from the conclusive statement of

the Messenger in which he said :

Whoso fights to make the world

of God the uppermost is the fighter

in the way of God/'

It is a well-attested historical

fact that the Muslims did not fight

for imperialistic gains or usurpation;

they fought to abolish oppression,

to secure freedom and to spread the
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principles of peace and equality. The

achievements of the Muslims in this

respect have been very impressive

and deeply convincing ever! to many

outsiders.

The relation Between Man and

Woman:

Before Islam woman was con*-

sidred a mere object of bodily

pleasure for man. She did not enjoy

any sense of value for herself nor

did she exercise any right of expres-

sing her opinion or demonstrating

her well. Even her very nature as a

humam being with an immortal soul

was a questionable matter. The un-

iversally prevailing conception of

woman was that she was a worth-

less and inferior being. But the

position of woman was fundament-

ally changed after the propagation

of Islam whose book assured woman

of equality and established a balan-

ced course of relation between man

and woman. The Qur'an says :

"0 mankind, surely We have created

you from a male and a female ..."

(Surah. 48, V. 13,) and - Whoever

does good, whether male or female,

and is a believer, we shall certainly

make him live a good life, and we

shall certainly give them their rew-

ard for the best of waht they did
"

(Surah. 16, V. 97.) Again it announ-

ces that " the believers, men and

women, are friends one of another.,."

(Surah. 9, V. 71.) Practically in every

place in the Qur'an where references

to man are made, the same is true

of woman. Thus woman gained her

freedom, and it was Islam which

brake her fetters and stressed her

equality to man and explored he*

personality. So for as natural rights

and responsibilities are concerned,

Islam admits no discrimination be-

tween man and woman but equality

is the rule in this respect. It is a

sufficient argument to prove this faint

that the Qur'an says :
" And women

have rights similar to those against

them in a just manner ..." (Surah.

2, V. 228. ) The Messenger also

says ; "Women are men's sisters.
"

There is nothing in the Qur'an

or the Traditions to give man supe-

riority over woman or to speak of

the latter as inferior to the former.

The Qur'an, nevertheless speaks of

men as having a degree above

women, but this should not be misu-

nderstood. This degree does not

mean superiority or favourtism. It is

the degree of guardianship and res-

ponsibility for maintaining the family

and running the home, not that of

suppression or injustice. The degre©

of man is really an additional burden

to him and an extra responsibility,

It does not affect the woman's free-

dom of belief or thought or conscie-

nce or enterprise. It does not upset

anv of her established right.
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When the Qur'an excels man

over woman by the degree oi guar-

dianship and responsibility (
Surah. 2

V. 228 ; S. 4, V. 34 ) ,
it is in accor-

dance with factual rules of existen-

ce and laws o! nature. The male of

every species is by nature more

prepared to be endowed with guard-

ianship and tasked with responsibili-

ty lor the female. Beyond this said

degree, the Qur'an and the Traditions

prescribe that woman is man's part-

ner in opinion on many respects. For

example, the Qur'an says :

" But if

both ( wife and husband ) desire

weaning by mutual consent and cou-

nsel, there is no blame on them '

( Surah. 2, V. 233 ) . Moreover, the

mother in prticular is entitled to

give her opinion concerning her

daughter's marriage. The attainment

of the mother's consent is strongly

recommendable. Furthermore, woman

has the final word on her merriage.

Nobody is authorized to force her

to accept matrimony against her

will. If she disapproves of any

contract made on her behalf, she

has every right to object and annul

the contract. Thus we see that

Islam honours woman and entitles

her to all legitimate rights. Unjust

discrimination between man and

woman on the basis of the latter's

nature is inconceivable to Islam.

The natural differences between them

are recognized by Islam to maintain

justice and keep life going in a

balanced manner.

Islam and Sciences :

Unlike any other religion or

doctrine Islam establishes its faith

on the foundation of thinking and

meditation, not of blind imitaion

and unquestionable authority as has

been the case with other religions.

Practically in every chapter of the

Qur'an there is a vigorous demand

for knowledge and research. Througout

we come across passages and verses

which press mankind to discover

themselves, the universe and nature

at large. Knowledge in scientific as

well as intellectual terms is the sup-

reme quality of man on the basis of

which he is honoured and made

superior to other beings. It is the

logical introduction and premise to

faith. Once man knows, he is bound

to end within faith, because Islam

does not accept faith unless it comes

as a result of conviction, which is

the leading guide to the truth ; "And

that those who have been given

knowledge may know that it is the

Truth from their Lord, so they should

believe in it." (surah. 22, V. 54).

The Qur'an refers to the appre-

ciation of the working forces in the

universe and to the knowledge of

the natural phenomena as the leading

course of man to dutifulness and
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piety. Et says : "Seest thou not that

God sends down water from the

clouds, then We bring forth there-

with fruits of various hues ? And

in the mountains are streaks, white

and red, of various hues and (others

j

intensely black. And of men and

heasts and rattles there are various

colours likewise. Those of His servants

only who are possessed of knowle-

dge revere God." (Surah 35 V.27-28)

The Quranic tune urging for

knowledg is not confined to any

particular field. The Divine exhorta-

tion embraces all departments of

research and study. The Qur'an

makes no secret of its attitude towa*

rds knowldge. It excels the iear-

end people and gives to them utmost

preference to those who do not

know; "Say : Are those who know

and those who know not alike ?"

(Surah. 39, V. 0). It forbids the

Muslim to yield to superstition or

follow mere conjecture or make any

conclusion without proof. It does not

tolerate blind imitation and unques-

tionable authority of traditions or

ancestral legacy; "And when it is

said to them (the disbelievers) :

'Follow what God has revealed; they

say : 'Nay, we follow that wherein

we found our fathers : What ! Even

though their fathers had no sense at

all, nor did they follow the right

way" (Surah. 2, V. 170).

Although the Qur'an is mainly

a Divine revelation meant to give

moral guidance in the sphere of beh-

aviour and legislation, nevertheless it

calls for scientific discoveries and

urges for the exploration of every

department of knowledge in the univ-

erse. It is not a book of physics or

astronomy or the like, but it enjoins the

study of such subjects and contains a

great deal of them. If this is the

attitude which the Qur'an adopts

with regard to the scientific and

intellectual knowledge, how can it

be said, then, that the Qur'an

contradicts science or impedes

knowledge ? The Qur'an cannot be

contradictory to any valid and pro-

ved fact in science, although it may
be in disagreement with some
thinkers and scientists who uphold

mere opinions or unproved conjectu-

res. If, however, it seems to be in

disagreement with some scientific

rules or indisputable data, it is so

elastic that it can be intepreted in

a figurative sense, which does not

affect the basic meanings and which

will make conform to scientific facts.

Such a method does avoid any kind

of intellectual embarrassment to the

Muslim, and it is, at the same time,

in complete accordance with the

nature of the Qur'anic style which

employs general terms when referring

to scientific matters or speaking of

natural phenomena. This generality

of the Qur'anic terminology was
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inevitable; because when the Qur'an

was revealed people were in a state

of common ignorance, particularly oi

science.

This is the attitude of Islam

towards knowledge in the broadest

sense. It does not influence the

authentic nature of the Qur'an there-

fore, if it stands in opposition to

some questionable ideas or human

doctrines, because the only criterion

by which the Qur'an can be judged

is the Qur'an itself. It is the Divine

revelation which excels man for his

intellect and honours knowledge as

the leading course to exploration of

self and nature. So it would be

illogical and even a contradiction in

terms, if the Qur'an were to contra-

dict any scientific fact or authentic

data.

The Sources of Mam :

Islam has definite suorces from

which it has come and by which

only it can be judged regardless of

any other consideration. These are :

the Qur'an, the Prophetic Traditions

and free judgement by qualified

doctors. The Quran, meaning and

text, is the word of God Who
revealed it to the Messenger Muha-

mmad through the angle Gabriel.

It could not be the composition or

work of Muhammad, who did not

speak out of personal desire.
M

It is

naught but revelation that is reveal-

ed *'
( Surah. 53, V. 4 ). His role,

however, was ( i ) to receive the

Qur'an, learn it and keep it :
" We

shall make thee recite so thou shalt

not forget "
( Surah. 87 V. 6 ) ;

( ii )

to convey it and make it known :

" And it is a Quran We have made

distinct, so that thou mayest read

it to the people by slow degrees,

and We have revealed it in portions"

( Surah. 17, V. 100 ) ... " O Messe.

nger, deliver that which has been

revealed to thee from thy Lord

;

and if thou do ( it ) not, thou has

not delivered His message "
( Surah.

t

5, V. 07 ) ; ( iii ) to teach the revela-

tion and give explanation to what

was revealed :
" And We have reve-

aled to thee the Reminder (the Qur-

an ) that thou mayest make clear to

men that which has been revealed

to them, and that haply they may
reflect" (Surah. 10, V. 44

) ; and (iv)

to apply its teachings and give

practical examples : " Surely We
have revealed the Book to thee with

truth that thou mayest judge between

people by means of what God has

tought thee" (Surah. 4, V. 105). As
a result of all this he has been the

highest model of virtue for the faith-

ful under all circumstances and " an

excellent exemplar for him who
hopes in God and the Latter day,

and remembers God much" ( Surah.

33, V. 27 )

.
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The Qur'an has been reported

to us through most reliable authorit-

ies and in the most authentic man-
ners. The validity of the text is

indisputable and beyond any ques-

tioning. Many historical and perso-

nal factors as well as rational argu-
to

ments attest this statement and place

the Qur'an in a position to enjoy

authenticity the like of which has

never been enjoyed by any other

book, Divine or otherwise. This is

why it is the first source of Islamic

beliefs, laws, morals and guidance.

It is also why It has been the main

object of reflection and study by all

Muslim doctors, with everyone in

his own field. Because they were

familiar with the philosoply of the

Arabic Language and appreciated

the profound indications of the Qur'-

an. These doctors did not find any

contradiction or inconsistency between

the Quranic verses. On the contrary,

the Quran to them seemed harmoni-

ous and self-complementary :
" Will

they not then meditate on the Qur'-

an ? And if it were from any other

than God, they would have found in

it many a discrepancy "
( Surah. 4,

V. 82 ).

It is true, however, that the

Qur'an contains verses which are

decisive and definite in giving one

meaning, and some others that are

allegorical or equivocal which many
suggest more than one possible

meaning (Surah. 2, V. 6. cf. 11: 1 )

.

But this should not be misunderstood
or considered as a deficiency of the

Qur'an. None is justifiable to ask :

Why has not the total Qur'an been
revealed decisive ? What is it for

this allegorical language ? Such a

question would be a non-intelligent

one. Those who knwo the value of

man's responsibility, the philosophi-

cal nature of languages, the intellec-

tual differences between mankind,
the unconditioned universality of the

Qur'an and, finally, the nature of

Islam which demands reflection and
1 meditation will find it easy to welc-

ome such an allegorical tendency in

the Qur'an because this will inspire

them and attract their minds to

reflection.

God the Merciful, and the Wise,
has chosen the decisive verses to

be the basis of the Book to which
basis all disputes or controversies

must be referred. But other verses

instigate the mind and encourage

intellectual discussions. Disagreement

on the interpretations of such verses

is tolerable and sound arguments
are welcomed. The only thing which
is intolerable is defamation and

slander. Because these allegorical

verses do not, thank God, deal with

fundamental articles of faith, the

Muslims are urged to look to them

with broad mindedness in such a

way as to co-operate in that which
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they agree on and excuse each

other for that which they may

disagree on. It is in this way that

the Qur'an is concieved as the Book

of integration and unity, the Book

of the whole humanity throughout

ages and regions. Had the Qur.an

been different from what it is, it

could not possibly have been the

Divine Book of God and the source

of intellectual illumination and human

happiness.

The second source of Islam is

the proPhetic Traditions which inc-

lude his words and deeds. The Mes-

senger did not sPoke or act out of

personal desire or capricious inclina-

tions. His words were interpretations

of the Qur an and his actions were

applications to the Qur'anic teachings.

It is with this spirit that the doctors

of Islam have adopted to the Tradi-

tions. They have done everything

humanly possible to examine the

Traditions and distinguish the genuine

from the otherwise. They exhausted

all possible means of investigation

and criticism. To authenticate the

genuine Traditions those doctors

created the sciences of terminology,

fcxt, narration and narrators. They

laid down logical rules and moral

requirements as well as accurate

criteria to examine the authenticity

of the Traditions. Besides, any Tra-

dition must be examined by the inte-

llect and in the light of the Qur'an

and its general spirit. With all this

and by the mentioned precautionary

measures it is only logical to say

that Islam has the most authentic

collection of Traditions, and that the

care which these enjoyed from the

Muslim doctors is unique indeed. It

is on these bases and with all these

considerations that the Traditions of

the Meseenger serve as the second

source of Islam.

Side by side with these two

inspired sources of Islam, there is

the third human factor, that is, the

intellect or free judgement of quali-

fied authorities. Not only do the

Qur'an and Traditions vigourously

urge the intellect merely to reflect

but even to reflect on them and

draw conclusions. They are the main

sources of Islam, yet they are the

object of intellectual meditation.

They constitute a vrey large scope

for thinking.

Because the two Divine sources

were never meant to arrest the

intetlect by adopting a rigid attitude

in every minor detail, they were

made open to the intellect which

has become accepted as the third
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source of Islamic legislation and

teachings. Thus free judgement from

qualified doctors based on the

Qur'an and Traditions, and harmoni-

ous with sound use of itellect is

considered valid and authoritative.

It is due to this principle that the

Muslims during their glorious ages

made valuable contributions to hu-

man culture and civilization, and

that they have had a very legacy

of intellectual schools and legal sys-

tems. Again it was this very principle

which made the Muslim doctors

tolerant toward each other and pre

pared to accept whatever is proved

to be sound even if it was against

their own former notious.

The Qur'nic truth is universal;

the genuine Traditions are ever

valid, and the sound intellect is

continually urged to reflect. Upon

three bases Islam has been establi-

shed, and from them it has come

down to mankind with truth and

righteousness, good and security,

peaceful prosperity and incessant

happiness.

Translated and elaborated by Hummudah Abd~al-Ati &
Abd-al - Muhsin El-Biyali, both of the Islamic Culture Administr-

ation, al-Azhar University.
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